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Signposting of Rest Areas, 
Driver Reviver Sites and other Rest Stops 
 

 

1. Background 
The purpose of this signposting scheme is:  

§ to provide drivers with information on rest stops, and 

§ to provide consistency in signposting of rest areas and driver reviver sites. 
 

This scheme has been designed to encourage drivers to take regular breaks from driving.  In the past, 
signposting has been installed in a range of formats that have been approved under various different policies 
and guidelines.  This document consolidates these arrangements and provides for uniformity in signposting 
of these facilities.  
 
The principle objective of this Policy is to ensure consistent application on all State Roads in New South 
Wales. Local Government is to be strongly encouraged to adopt this policy on roads under their control. 

 

2. Scope 
This policy outlines the RTA’s requirements and administrative arrangements for the signposting of Rest 
Areas, Driver Reviver sites and other rest stops on State Roads. 

 

3. Definitions 
Driver reviver sign 

Any G series guide sign guiding traffic to a Driver Reviver site. 

Driver reviver site 
A stopping area identified and approved by the Driver Reviver State Co-ordination Committee, at 
which free refreshments are offered during selected periods of high traffic demand . These sites may 
be coincident with a Rest Area. 
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Rest area 
A designated roadside location provided for the use of drivers and occupants of vehicles. The area 
and the facilities it contains should encourage road users to take rest breaks, both as a fatigue 
countermeasure and an amenity for travellers.  

Rest area naming and information theme 
Naming of rest areas plus information displays inside the named rest areas, based on a subject and 
applied to a number of rest areas.  The Remembrance Driveway between Sydney and Canberra has 
a Victoria Cross winner theme.  Another example is the use of an Aboriginal theme.   

Rest area sign 
Any G series guide sign guiding traffic to a Rest Area. 

Rest stop 
A town, rest area or service facility at which drivers may stop and rest. 

Rest stop sign 
Any G series guide sign guiding traffic to rest stops. 

Service centre 
A purpose-built service facility with either: 

• exclusive direct ramp access from an existing or proposed freeway, motorway or limited 
access State Road, or  

• access from an intersecting road which is close to a freeway, motorway or limited access 
State Road and where they are located remotely from any commercial, retail or other 
development.  

Service facility 
An establishment providing a service, for example the selling of petrol and food.  In the case of rest 
stops this is normally a service station or service centre, but could be a restaurant. 

Stopping bay 
A widened area of road where vehicles may pull up clear of the travelled lanes, also known as a lay 
by.  A stopping bay may be separated from the road (by safety barrier or area of vegetation), or it 
may be a widened shoulder area. 

Truck stopping bay 
A stopping bay designed for use by trucks. 

 

4. Rest stops signposted under this policy 
4.1 The following rest stops are to be signposted: 

4.1.1 Rest areas provided by the RTA, Council or other body.  These are signposted as shown in 
Figures 1 to 3.  Rest areas are shown on G7-259-1 and G7-259-2 signs showing rest areas 
further ahead on the route. 

4.1.2 Service centres which are recognised and signposted under separate policy.  These are to be 
shown on G7-259-1 and G7-259-2 signs showing rest areas further ahead on the route. 

4.1.3 Service facilities which are available at no obligation to users, are not located in a town and 
which provide lighting, 24 hour toilets and parking outside the State road clear zone for at 
least 10 cars plus 10 B-double trucks (25 metre length).  These are to be signposted as 
shown in Figure 5.  Prior to the erection of signposting showing the location of a commercial 
rest stop, the manager of the business should be consulted and submit a signed “Application 
for Rest Stop Signposting” form to the RTA.  This form and the accompanying information 
sheet about rest stop signposting, are included in this document as Appendix A.  

4.1.4 Towns on the route which have street lighting, a 24 hour public toilet (in a public place or in 
business premises) and parking available outside the State Road clear zone.  
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4.1.5 Truck Stopping Bays are to be signposted in accordance with Figure 6.  Truck stopping bays 
are not to be shown on signs showing further rest stops (G7-259-1 and G7-259-2).  

4.1.6 Driver reviver sites are to be signposted in accordance with Figures 3 and 4.  Driver reviver 
sites are not to be shown on signs showing further rest stops (G7-259-1 and G7-259-2).  
 

4.2 Usage of G7-259-1 and G7-259-2 signs showing further rest stops on a route: 

4.2.1 The G7-259-1 sign is used to show the next three rest stops on a route.  Where none of 
the next three Rest Stops cater for trucks, the G7-259-2 sign is to be used instead of G7-
259-1, with the next Rest Stop catering for trucks shown in the bottom panel with the truck 
symbol.  For further information see the notes for Figures 1, 2, 3 and 5  

4.2.2 The G7-259-1 sign, or where appropriate the G7-259-2 sign, is to appear at the departure 
from the following rest stops, and the following rest stops are to appear on these signs: 

• Towns (see Section 6.1.2) 

• Service Centres 

• Service facilities signposted under this policy, such as a service station not located in a 
town (see Section 4.1and Figure 5) 

• Rest areas (see Section 4.1 and Figures 1, 2 and 3) 

Truck stopping bays and driver reviver sites are not to be shown on G7-259-1 and G7-259-2 
signs. 

4.2.1 Towns and service facilities located off the route, such as bypassed towns, may be included in 
G7-259-1 and G7-259-2 signs after consideration of these factors:  

• Other  stopping opportunities on the route 

• Existing signposting 
• The time and any extra distance required to travel to the town 
• The likelihood of cars and trucks using the town for rest purposes  

 

 

 

5. Rest area themes 
A naming and information display theme may be appropriate for rest areas on a route or in a particular 
area.  Such a scheme may only be implemented with the approval of the General Manager, Road Safety 
Strategy.   In order to be considered, a theme used must be of interest for a long duration in time and must 
be of general interest to users of rest areas.  Information displayed in rest areas would in most cases be 
local information of interest to visitors. 
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6. Traffic engineering requirements 
6.1 Location: 

6.1.1 Signs for Rest Areas and Driver Reviver sites are located according to Figures 1 to 5 (attached). 

6.1.2 Signs informing drivers of rest stops ahead are also located after the departure from the urban  
environment of towns, and after the departure from service centres and service stations 
meeting the criteria stated above.  They are to be located at least 300 metres from any 
reassurance direction sign. 

6.1.3 Signposting of commercial establishments meeting the criteria stated above is to be in 
accordance with Figure 5. 

  6.1.4 Signposting of stopping bays is to be in accordance with Figure 6. 

  6.1.5 Signs are to be erected for the direction(s) of travel from which the rest stop is accessed.  For 
many rest stops this will mean signposting for the left side of the road only.  In order for signs 
to be erected for both left and right turns into a rest stop, right turn facilities meeting current 
road design requirements are required.  
 

 
 
 6.2 Design: 
 6.2.1 All Rest Area,  Driver Reviver and rest stop signs are to have white retro-reflective lettering on 

a blue retro-reflective background.  

 Where the Rest Area has a name, the name plus the legend “Rest Area” is shown with a blue 
retro-reflective legend on a retro-reflective white patch. 

 Where the Driver Reviver site is named on Driver Reviver Signs, the name plus the legend 
“Driver Reviver” is shown with a blue retro-reflective legend on a retro-reflective white patch. 

 6.2.2 All signs indicating the name of a Driver Reviver site are to be vertically hinged and lockable.  
Risk and occupational health and safety matters must be addressed in accordance with RTA 
policies.  A Safe Work Methods Statement may be necessary to ensure signs are operated in a 
safe manner.  All hinged signs should be placed sufficiently low to accommodate easy access 
for opening by volunteers. Further consideration should be given to incorporating a horizontal 
bar between installation posts for volunteers to stand on for easier access. Pedestrian access 
separated from the traffic flow is paramount when opening signs. 

 6.2.3 All signs are to be mounted on pipe supports only, for frangibility as well as to contain cost.  If 
it is found when a sign is designed that a modular structure is required then the sign should be 
modified to keep the dimensions suitable for pipe supports.  Two word names can be placed 
on two lines to achieve this. 

 6.2.4 The symbols used on Rest Area signs will be restricted to:  

§ The Rest Area symbol 
§ Toilets 
§ Picnic tables 
§ Truck parking 

6.2.5 The following symbols, amongst others, are not to be used: 
§ Drinking water 
§ Playground equipment 
§ Fireplace 
§ Rubbish bins 
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6.2.6 Where a stopping area being signposted (see Figure 5) is a commercial establishment, no 
petrol company, fast food or other corporate logos are to be used on RTA signs.  The symbols 
on the signs will be restricted to: 

§ Truck parking 
§ Toilet  
§ Knife and fork, or cup and saucer (one or the other); 
§ Petrol pump 

6.2.7 Letter series and sizes are detailed in Table 1. 

6.2.8 Where other design details are better illustrated by reference to situation diagrams these are 
highlighted on Figures 1 to 6 (attached). 

6.2.9 Sample sign designs for typical situations are attached. 
 
 
 
 

7. Administration Arrangements 
7.1 New Signs 

RTA Client Services Directorate will be responsible for managing the design of all new signs in 
accordance with this policy.  Proposed new signs with requirements not in accordance with this 
policy should be forwarded to the General Manager Road Safety Strategy for design concurrence and 
approval. 

 
 7.2 Existing Signs 

7.2.1 If existing signs for Driver Reviver sites or Rest Areas are similar to those detailed in this policy, 
then those signs should remain. When unserviceable these signs are to be replaced with signs 
designed in accordance with this policy.   
 

7.2.2 If existing signs contain detail that may be confusing or where they contain detail that is not in 
harmony with this policy the detail should be covered, or if this is not practical the signs should 
be replaced as soon as funds are available.  Signs should not be replaced merely to update the 
reduced wording of the message “Stop Revive Survive”. 

 

7.3 Funding 

7.3.1 New Signs for rest areas being upgraded or constructed are to be funded as part of the rest 
area project.  This includes adjustments to other rest stop signage required as a result of 
creation of a new rest area. 

7.3.2 Other new rest stop signs will be considered for funding under the Road Safety program, on 
the basis of regional program proposals. 

7.3.3 Maintenance of existing rest stop signs is to be funded as part of Traffic Facilities Maintenance 
program, on the basis of regional program proposals. 

 

7.4 Local Roads  

7.4.1 Councils should be strongly encouraged to adopt this policy on roads under their care and 
control. 
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8. Action 
 This policy is to take effect immediately. 

 
 
 
 

9. Sign layouts / design details 
Layout drawings and notes:  Pages  6  to 16 

Letter Series and Sizes:   Pages 17  to 18 

Design details:     Pages  19 to 47 
 
 
 
 

10. Appendix A 
Application for Rest Stop Signposting 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Further information: 

 
Signposting:  
Rest Areas:     
Driver Reviver: 

Leader, Guidance Strategy                                              
Road Safety Design & Management Program Manager 
Project Officer Driver Reviver  

9218 3908 
9218 6405 
9218 6642 

 
www.rta.nsw.gov.au 
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Notes for Figures 1 and 2 
 

1. All distances shown are approximate subject to site conditions. In the case of the G7-213 sign, where it is 
not possible to site the sign within approximately 50m of the nominal distance, the sign should show the 
actual distance to the nearest 100m. 

 
2. Where a Rest Area has a name, use the named version of the G7-213 and G7-11-2 signs. There is no 

program to name Rest Areas that are not currently named. However, naming of a Rest Area by 
geographical or historical names may be appropriate. 

 
3. For safety reasons, Rest Areas and Driver Reviver sites are generally located on the left hand side of the 

road. Where a right turn facility meeting current road design requirements is provided they may be 
signposted for both travel directions.  For the approach requiring a right turn, the legend “ON RIGHT” will 
replace “ON LEFT” on the G7-213 sign only. 

 
4. The G7-259 sign is to show ONLY the next three Rest Stops nominated in Clause 4, unless none of 

these cater for trucks.  The last Rest Stop shown should not be more than approximately two hours travel 
away. Where a route bifurcates or ends, no Rest Stop distances will be shown beyond the bifurcation or 
terminal.  Where a service facility catering for trucks is located in a town, a truck symbol is to be shown 
beside the town name on the G7-259 sign. 

 
5. Where none of the next three Rest Stops cater for trucks, the G7-259-2 sign is to be used (instead of 

G7-259-1).  The next Rest Stop catering for trucks is to be shown in the bottom panel with the truck 
symbol.  

  
6. Similar signs are provided for this approach where the Rest Area/Driver Reviver is located on the right 

hand side of the road. See also note 3. 

 

 

See also Section 6 “Traffic engineering requirements” on page 3 of this policy for further general design 
requirements. 
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Notes for Figure 3 
 

1. All distances shown are approximate subject to site conditions. In the case of the G7-213 sign, where it is 
not possible to site the sign within approximately 50m of the nominal distance, the sign should show the 
actual distance to the nearest 100m. 

 
2. Where a Rest Area is named, use the named version of the G7-213 and G7-11-2 signs. There is no 

program to name Rest Areas that are not currently named. However, councils are encouraged to name 
sites by geographical or historical names. 

 
3. Sign width for G7-254 sign is to match that of the sign above it. 

 
4. For safety reasons, Rest Areas and Driver Reviver sites are generally located on the left hand side of the 

road. On two lane rural roads with low traffic volumes and adequate sight distance, these facilities may be 
located on the right. The legend “ON RIGHT” will replace “ON LEFT” on the G7-213 sign only. 

 
5. The G7-259 sign is to show ONLY the next three Rest Stops nominated in Clause 4, unless none of 

these cater for trucks.  The last Rest Stop shown should not be more than approximately two hours travel 
away. Where a route bifurcates or ends, no Rest Stop distances will be shown beyond the bifurcation or 
terminal.  Where a service facility catering for trucks is located in a town, a truck symbol is to be shown 
beside the town name on the G7-259 sign. 

 
6. Where none of the next three Rest Stops cater for trucks, the G7-259-2 sign is to be used (instead of 

G7-259-1).  The next Rest Stop catering for trucks is to be shown in the bottom panel with the truck 
symbol.  

 
7. The G7-249-1 and G7-248-5 signs are to be made the same size by enlarging the smaller design size to 

match the larger one. 
 

8. Similar signs are provided for this approach where the Rest Area/Driver Reviver is located on the right 
hand side of the road. See also note 4.  

 

 

See also Section 6 “Traffic engineering requirements” on page 3 of this policy for further general design 
requirements. 
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Notes for Figure 4 
 

1. All distances shown are approximate subject to site conditions. In the case of the G7-251 sign, where it is 
not possible to site the sign within approximately 50m of the nominal distance, the sign should show the 
actual distance to the nearest 100m. 

 
2. For safety reasons, Driver Reviver sites are generally located on the left hand side of the road. On two 

lane rural roads with low traffic volumes and adequate sight distance, these facilities may be located on the 
right. The legend “ON RIGHT” will replace “ON LEFT” on the G7-251 sign only. 

 
3. The G7-252-2 and G7-248-2 signs are to be made the same size by enlarging the smaller design size to 

match the larger one. 
 

4. Similar signs are provided for this approach where the Rest Area/Driver Reviver is located on the right 
hand side of the road. See also note 2. 

 

 

See also Section 6 “Traffic engineering requirements” on page 3 of this policy for further general design 
requirements. 
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Notes for Figure 5 
 

Figure 5 is applicable to a Rest Stop which is not located in a town and is not a rest area.  It is applicable to a 
service station meeting the Rest Stop criteria (see Section 4 “Rest stops signposted under this policy” on page 2). 

Figure 5 is not applicable to a service centre, the signposting of which is the subject of a separate policy. 

Locality signs should be present at the locality in which a signposted rest stop is situated.  The locality name shown 
on G7-259-1 or G7-259-2 signs should be consistent with the name used on locality signs. 

 
1. All distances shown are approximate subject to site conditions. In the case of the G7-260L sign, where it is 

not possible to site the sign within approximately 50m of the nominal distance, the sign should show the 
actual distance to the nearest 100m. 

 
2. For safety reasons, Rest Stops to be signposted are generally those located on the left hand side of the 

road only.  Where right turn facilities are provided for a Rest Stop to current RTA road design standards it 
may be signposted from both directions.  In this case, for the right turn direction the legend “ON RIGHT” 
will replace “ON LEFT” on the G7-260 sign. 

 
3. The G7-259 sign is to show ONLY the next three Rest Stops nominated in Clause 4, unless none of 

these cater for trucks.  The last Rest Stop shown should not be more than approximately two hours travel 
away. Where a route bifurcates or ends, no Rest Stop distances will be shown beyond the bifurcation or 
terminal.  Where a service facility catering for trucks is located in a town, a truck symbol is to be shown 
beside the town name on the G7-259 sign. 

 
4. Where none of the next three Rest Stops cater for trucks, the G7-259-2 sign is to be used (instead of 

G7-259-1).  The next Rest Stop catering for trucks is to be shown in the bottom panel with the truck 
symbol.  

 
5. Similar signs are provided for this approach where the Rest Stop is located on the right hand side of the 

road. See also note 2. 

 

 

See also Section 6 “Traffic engineering requirements” on page 3 of this policy for further general design 
requirements. 
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Notes for Figure 6 
 

1. All distances shown are approximate subject to site conditions. In the case of the G7-262 sign, where it is 
not possible to site the sign within approximately 50m of the nominal distance, the sign should show the 
actual distance to the nearest 100m. 

 
2. For safety reasons, truck stopping bays are to be signposted only when located on the left hand side of 

the road.   

 

This scheme applies to bays which are separated from the road (by safety barrier or area of vegetation) as well as 
those which are widened shoulder areas. 

Truck stopping bays which are widened shoulder areas must be at lease 6.5 m wide from the edge line.  They are 
to be designed to accommodate B-doubles. 

If trucks parking for long stays at a truck stopping bay are preventing its use for short stays, time parking restrictions 
may be required. 

 

 

See also Section 6 “Traffic engineering requirements” on page 3 of this policy for further general design 
requirements. 
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Table 1:   Letter Series and Sizes  

   

Sign Type and Number Letter Height Letter Height 
  100 km/h or less 110 km/h  

  (mm)  "A" Size (mm)  "B" Size 

G7-259-1, Rest Stops 180 EM (REST STOPS) 200 EM (REST STOPS) 
and G7-259-2, Rest Stops 120 DM (rest area name) 140 DM (rest area name) 

  160 ME numerals 180 ME numerals 

G7-242 Rest Area direction sign 160 E letters 180 E letters 

G7-213 unnamed Rest Area 160 E letters 180 E letters 
500m advance sign 160 E numerals 180 E numerals 

G7-213 named Rest Area 160 E or D letters 180 E or D letters 
500m advance sign in patch, in patch, 
  other letters 160 E other letters 180 E 

  160 E numerals 180 E numerals 

G7-11-2 unnamed Rest Area 160 E letters 180 E letters 
2km advance sign 160 E numerals 180 E numerals 

G7-11-2 named Rest Area 160 E or D letters 180 E or D letters 

2km advance sign in patch in patch 

  160 E numerals 180 E numerals 

G7-249 Rest Area 5km advance sign 180 E (STOP REVIVE 200 E (STOP REVIVE 
(see standard designs) SURVIVE) SURVIVE) 

  200 E numeral 225 E numeral 

G3-2 fingerboard sign 140/105 ME for   140/105 ME for   
  two lane road two lane road 
  160/120 ME for 160/120 ME for 

  divided carriageway divided carriageway 

G7-254 Driver Reviver  series D or E to  series D or E to  
supplementary panel match width of G7-213  match width of G7-213  

  or G7-11-2 sign or G7-11-2 sign 

G7-255 Driver Reviver direction sign 140 D 160 D 
(in conjunction with rest area sign G7-242)     
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Table 1:   Letter Series and Sizes (continued)  

   

Sign Type and Number Letter Height Letter Height 

  100 km/h or less 110 km/h  

  (mm)  "A" Size (mm)  "B" Size 

G7-248-5 Driver Reviver in rest area see note 7 on Fig 3 see note 7 on Fig 3 
5km advance sign nominally 160 D or E nominally 180 D or E 
  letters in patch, letters in patch, 
  160 E (DRIVER REVIVER) 180 E (DRIVER REVIVER) 
  180 D (FREE) 200 D (FREE) 

  160 E numeral 180 E numeral 

G7-250 Driver Reviver direction sign 160 E letters 180 E letters 
(not in conjunction with rest area)     

G7-251 Driver Reviver  160 E letters 180 E letters 
500m advance sign 160 E numerals 180 E numerals 

G7-248-2 Driver Reviver  see note 3 on Fig 4 see note 3 on Fig 4 
2km advance sign nominally 160 D or E nominally 180 D or E 
  letters in patch, letters in patch, 
  160 E (DRIVER REVIVER) 180 E (DRIVER REVIVER) 
  180 D (FREE) 200 D (FREE) 

  160 E numeral 180 E numeral 

G7-252 "default" Driver Reviver road 180 E (STOP REVIVE 200 E (STOP REVIVE 
safety sign SURVIVE) SURVIVE) 

G7-260L symbols, 500m on left 160 EM letters 180 EM letters 

G7-262 Stopping bay 500m on left 160 EM letters 180 EM letters 

G7-261 Stopping Bay Only 140 EM letters 160 EM letters 
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Appendix A  
 
Attachment to Technical Direction TD2003/RS01 ‘Signposting of Rest Areas, Driver Reviver Sites and 
other Rest Stops’ June 2003 

 
 
 
 
 

• Form  -  Application for Rest Stop Signposting  
 
 

• Information about application 
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APPLICATION FOR REST STOP SIGNPOSTING 
 
 
 

 
 
 Business Name 
 
 

 
 
 
 Address of the Business 
 
 
 
 
 
 Locality name (For signposting purposes)  
 
 

1. I would like to apply to have Rest Stop signs erected by RTA showing that there are 
 toilets and parking available at the above ‘Address of the Business’.  
 
2. Members of the public are free to use the toilets and parking without the need for 
 a purchase. Lighting is provided in the toilet and parking areas during night-time hours.  
 
3. If the toilets and parking become permanently unavailable in future or conditions are 

imposed on their use, I will inform the RTA Regional Office at 
……………………………………... in writing. 

 
4. I am authorised to make this application on behalf of the Business. 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 Signature of Applicant                  Date 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 Applicant’s Name and position in Business  
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Information about applying to have Rest Stops signposted 
 
 
What is a Rest Stop? 
A ‘Rest Stop’ is a place where drivers can stop and rest.  Rest stops signposted by the RTA include towns, 
rest areas and service facilities such as large service stations. 

 
Why is the RTA signposting Rest Stops and are there 
any benefits for businesses providing Rest Stop facilities?  
The RTA signposts Rest Stops to encourage drivers to take regular breaks from driving.  Businesses benefit 
from providing Rest Stop facilities because drivers may use their services when they stop. 
 
Who can apply to have Rest Stop signs erected? 
Businesses can apply to the RTA to erect Rest Stop signs if they are located outside a town and: 

§ they have public parking available for at least 10 B-doubles and 10 cars; 
§ they have public toilet facilities available 24 hours per day free of charge and without 

  the need for any purchase; and 
§ both the toilet facilities and parking areas have lighting during night-time hours. 

 
Does the RTA signpost all Rest Stops? 
No, although the RTA wants to encourage drivers to take regular breaks from driving sometimes it will not be 
appropriate to signpost a Rest Stop for safety reasons, or because there are many rest stops within a close 
proximity etc.  The RTA reserves the right to reject an application for Rest Stop signposting.  The RTA only 
signposts Rest Stops located outside of towns. 
 
If a sign is erected will it show the Business Name? 
No, it would not be appropriate for the RTA to display business names on signposting. The Rest Stop signs will 
show the name of the locality in which the Rest Stop appears and the distance to the rest stop. 
 
Will the Business own the Rest Stop Sign? 

No, the RTA will own the Rest Stop sign and may change or amend the sign at any time without consulting 
the business.  
 
What happens if in the future the Business is unable to,  
or doesn’t want to provide parking or toilets or lighting? 
If in the future the Business is not able to provide the required Rest Stop facilities you should inform the RTA’s 
regional office nominated on the application form so that the RTA can change the Rest Stop signs if necessary. 
 
Where will Rest Stop signs be erected? 
In the case of a service facility such as a large service station, Rest Stop signs will usually be erected in accordance 
with the diagram on page 3.  The signs will be: 

• 500m in advance of from the rest stop; 
• After the departure from the rest stop.  This sign shows the next three rest stops (including towns, rest 

areas and rest facilities such as large service stations and service centres). 
 

For safety reasons, Rest Stops are generally located on the left hand side of the road only.  However, where right 
turn facilities are provided for a Rest Stop to current RTA design standards it may be signposted from both 
directions. 
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Diagram showing signposting of a Service Facility 

 

 
 


